
Star skill…
Recognise and 
interpret 
direct 
proportion 
graphs

Weeks 1-2 Ratio and scale

Maths Yr8 Autumn Half Term 1 Knowledge Organiser: Proportional reasoning

Weeks 3-4 Multiplicative change

Star 
skills…

Express a ratio in 
the form 1 ∶ 𝑛 Calculate the 

gradient of a line

Core skills…
Simplify ratios

Scale up quantities

Share a quantity 
into a given ratio

Solve ratio 
problems in a range 
of contexts

Draw bar models to 
represent ratio 
problems

Key vocabulary for ratio and scale…
Common Factors Divide two or 

more numbers 
leaving no 
remainder.

Diameter (𝑑) The longest 
distance across a 
circle (through 
the centre).

Circumference 
(𝐶)

The distance 
around the 
outside of a 
circle. 

Pi (𝜋) The ratio of 
diameter to 
circumference. 
3.14159…

Gradient Steepness of a 
line or slope.

Core knowledge…
Direct 
proportion

As one thing doubles, so 
does the other

Currency
exchange rate

Used to change money from 
different countries

Similar shapes One is an enlargement of 
the other

Scale factor Multiplier between side 
lengths in similar shapes

Metric units of 
length

Key vocabulary…
Multiply ‘lots of’, ‘product’

Divide ‘Share’, ‘goes into’, ‘groups’

Integer Whole number

Reciprocal A number multiplied by its 
reciprocal will equal 1 whole

Star skills… 
Multiply & divide…

Improper and 
mixed fractions

Algebraic 
fractions

= required for 
Exceptional

Weeks 5-6 Multiplying and dividing fractions

Core skills…
Multiply integers by 
fractions

‘

Multiply fractions by 
fractions

‘

Divide an integer by a 
fraction

Divide a fraction by  a 
fraction

Use reciprocal 
relationships

Solve worded fraction 
problems

Select appropriate 
methods



Weeks 1-2 Ratio and scale

Maths Yr8 Autumn Half Term 1 Homework: Proportional reasoning

Weeks 3-4 Multiplicative change

Week 1: 
Memorise the definitions in the ‘Key vocabulary for ratio 
and scale’ box. 

= required for 
Exceptional

Week 2: 
Complete a MathsWatch* task testing your Core skills of…
• Simplifying ratios
• Scaling up quantities
• Sharing into a given ratio
• Solving ratio problems in context
Draw bar models and working out on paper to show how you 
got your answers!

Week 4: 
Investigate the meaning of ‘direct proportion’…
• Find 3 examples of things in life that have a direct 

proportion relationship.
• What would the graph of a directly proportional                  

relationship look like? Why? 

*MathsWatch homeworks:
These homework tasks can be accessed from the website www.mathswatchvle.com
Before starting each task, make sure you have watched and understood the help videos linked to each question.
If you do not have internet or computer access at home, please ask your teacher for a printed copy of the task.
Username: Surname followed by first name initial and @Colfox. e.g. if your name was Indiana Jones, your username would be 
jonesi@colfox
Password: SJCA101 

Week 3: 
Research the following currencies. Create a poster showing…
• The country or countries in which they are used
• The symbol used for each
• The current exchange rate with the Pound Sterling (see the 

pound convertor on https://www.exchangerates.org.uk/ if stuck)

• How to use a currency exchange rate
Currencies: American Dollar, Euro, Indian Rupee, Thai Baht

Week 5: 
Complete a MathsWatch* task testing your knowledge of…
• Similar shapes
• Currency conversions
• Metric units of length
• Multiplying fractions

Week 6: 
Use Weeks 1-6 of your Knowledge Organiser to prepare for 
a Knowledge Check on all content covered so far this half 
term.

Weeks 5-6 Multiplying and dividing fractions

http://www.mathswatchvle.com/
https://www.exchangerates.org.uk/

